Photonic Spike Processing: Ultrafast Laser Neurons and an Integrated Photonic Network
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Abstract—The marriage of two vibrant fields—photonics and neuromorphic processing—is fundamentally enabled by the strong analogies within the underlying physics between the dynamics of biological neurons and lasers, both of which can be understood within the framework of nonlinear dynamical systems theory. Whereas neuromorphic engineering exploits the biophysics of neuronal computation algorithms to provide a wide range of computing and signal processing applications, photonics offer an alternative approach to neuromorphic systems by exploiting the high speed, high bandwidth, and low crosstalk available to photonic interconnects which potentially grants the capacity for complex, ultrafast categorization and decision-making. Here we highlight some recent progress on this exciting field.

I. Electronics and Photonics

Spiking primitives have been built in CMOS analog circuits, digital "neurosynaptic cores", and non-CMOS devices. Various technologies have demonstrated large-scale spiking neural networks in electronics, including, notably: Neurogrid as part of Stanford University’s Brains in Silicon program, IBM’s TrueNorth as part of DARPA’s SyNAPSE program, Spikey as part of University of Heidelberg’s FACETS project, and University of Manchester’s neuromorphic chip as part of the SpiNNaker project; the latter two are under the flagship of the European Commission’s Human Brain Project. Unlike conventional processors, neuromorphic processors must achieve the massive fan-in essential for neural network architectures. Although some incorporate crossbar arrays—a dense mesh of wires overlaying the semiconductor substrate—all are ultimately forced to adopt some form of address-event routing (AER), which introduces the overhead of representing spike as digital codes instead of physical pulses. Generally, microelectronic architectures target biological time scales and the associated application spaces, and AER exploits the speed discrepancy between electronic circuitry and biological electrophysiology. AER systems are subject to the typical traffic restrictions of packet-routed networks, so neuromorphic processing for high-bandwidth applications must take a fundamentally different approach to interconnection. Just as photonics are being employed for interconnection in conventional CPU systems, optical networking principles can be applied to the neuromorphic domain.

The ability to map a processing paradigm to its underlying dynamics, rather than abstracting the physics away entirely, can significantly streamline efficiency and performance. The marriage of photonics with spike processing is fundamentally enabled by the strong analogy between the underlying physics of biological neuron dynamics and lasers, both of which can...
be understood within the framework of dynamical systems theory. Integrated photonic platforms offer an alternative approach to microelectronics. The high switching speeds, high communication bandwidth, and low cross talk achievable in photonics are very well suited for an ultrafast spike-based information scheme with high interconnection densities. In addition, the high wall-plug efficiencies of photonic devices may allow such implementations to match or eclipse equivalent electronic systems in low energy usage. Because of these advantages, photonic spike processors could access a picosecond, low-power computationally rich domain that is inaccessible by other technologies. Our work aims to synergistically integrate the underlying physics of photonics with bio-inspired spike-based processing (Figure 1). This novel processing domain—ultrafast cognitive computing—represents a broad domain of applications where quick, temporally precise and robust systems are necessary, including: adaptive control, learning, perception, motion control, sensory processing, autonomous robotics, and cognitive processing of the radio frequency (RF) spectrum.

II. Challenges

The three key criteria for nonlinear elements to enable a practical scalable computing platform are: logic-level restoration, fanout/input-output isolation, and cascadability [6][7]. Past approaches to optical computing have met challenges realizing these requirements. We have hypothesized that a primary barrier to exploiting the high bandwidth of photonic devices for computing lies not in the performance, integration, or fabrication of devices, but instead in the model of computation being used (digital logic and specialized analog function acceleration). Analog photonic processing has found widespread application in high bandwidth filtering of microwave signals, but the accumulation of phase noise, in addition to amplitude noise, makes cascaded operations particularly difficult. Digital logic gates that suppress amplitude noise accumulation have also been realized in photonics, but proposed optical logic devices have not yet met all the conditions of cascadability, let alone scalability, which includes high fabrication yield. In addition, schemes that take advantage of the multiple available wavelengths require ubiquitous wavelength conversion, which can be costly, noisy, and inefficient.

The optical channel is highly expressive and correspondingly very sensitive to phase and frequency noise. Any proposal for a computational primitive must address the issue of practical cascadability, especially if multiple wavelength channels are intended to be used. Our unconventional computing primitive addresses the traditional problem of noise accumulation by interleaving physical representations of information. Representation interleaving, in which a signal is repeatedly transformed between coding schemes (digital-analog) or physical variables (electronic-optical), can grant many advantages to computation and noise properties. For example, a logarithm transform can reduce a multiplication operation to a simpler addition operation. The spiking model found in biology naturally interleaves robust, discrete representations for communication with precise, continuous representations for computation in order to reap the benefits of both types of coding. It is natural to deepen this distinction to include physical representational aspects, with the important result that optical noise does not accumulate. When a pulse is generated, it is transmitted and routed through a linear optical network with the help of its wavelength identifier. It is received only once into a fermionic degree of freedom, such as a deflection of carrier concentration in a photonic semiconductor or a current pulse in a photodiode. The soma tasks occur in a domain that is computationally richer (analog), yet more physically robust (incoherent) to the type of phase and frequency noise that can frustrate optical computing architectures.

Another major hurdle faced by substantial photonic systems is relatively poor device yield. While difficult for digital circuits to build in redundancy overhead, neuromorphic systems are naturally reconfigurable and adaptive. Biological nervous systems adapt to shunt signals around faulty neurons without the need for external control, a possible strategy for resistance to fabrication defects.

III. Spiking Elements: Laser Neuron

Recent years have seen the emergence of a new class of optical devices that exploit a dynamical isomorphism between semiconductor photocarriers and neuron biophysics. The difference in physical timescales allows these “photonic neurons” to exhibit spiking behavior on picosecond (instead of millisecond) timescales [8]. Spiking is closely related to a dynamical system property that underlies all-or-none responses called excitability, which is shared by certain kinds of laser devices. Excitable laser systems have been studied in the context of spike processing with the tools of bifurcation theory by [9] and experimentally by [10][11].

We recently designed excitable lasers specifically designed for compatibility with common photonic integrated circuit
The photodetectors receive optical pulses from a network and perform both threshold detection and pulse generation. The dynamics can be expressed with a simplified differential equation based on pulsed operation in the laser, where \( G(t) \) models the gain, \( \gamma_c \) is the relaxation rate of the gain, \( A \) is the bias current of the gain, \( \theta(t) \) represents input perturbations, \( G_{\text{thresh}} \) is the gain threshold, and \( G_{\text{reset}} \sim 0 \) is the gain at transparency. The output of the laser is coupled back into the broadcast waveguide and broadcast to other PNNs. (Right) Analogy with a biological neuron. In the LIF neuron model, weighted and delayed input signals are spatially summed at the dendritic tree into an input current \( I_{\text{app}}(t) \), which travel to the soma and perturb the internal state variable, the voltage \( V_m(t) \). The soma performs integration and then applies a threshold \( V_{\text{thresh}} \) to make a spike or no-spike decision. After a spike is released, the voltage is reset \( V_{\text{reset}} \). These dynamics can be encapsulated by the typical LIF model where \( V_L \) is the membrane resting potential, and \( R_m \) and \( C_m \) model the resistance and capacitance associated with the membrane, respectively. The resulting spike is sent to other neurons in the network.

1) The Neural Front-End

Inputs from other laser neurons are weighted in the optical domain before reaching the excitatory or inhibitory photodetector. Each photodetector produces a photocurrent summing the total optical power. Demultiplexing many input channels is not necessary because the incoherent sum of all wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) channels within the InP detection band is intentionally computed by the photodetector. Photodetectors have been demonstrated on the same hybrid silicon evanescent platform used for laser gain sections and have response times limited by parasitic capacitance [16].

Dynamics introduced by the photodetector are analogous to synaptic dynamics governing the concentration of neurotransmitters in between signaling biological neurons. Photocurrent flow in a real photodiode and neural synaptic dynamics can be modeled by a first-order low-pass filter. Photodetector time constants can be controlled with different biasing and device dimensions, and can be varied to obtain a large repertoire of processing behaviors.

Analog excitatory and inhibitory photocurrents are subtracted passively by a push-pull wire junction. The net photocurrent conducts over a short wire to modulate the laser gain section. These wires are roughly analogous to passive dendritic conduction, with the key difference that there are only two wires regardless of the number of input channels. The sensitivity-bandwidth of...
the neural front-end is not significantly reduced during electronic conversion and passive processing, although transmission lines can suffer from many effects that render them unsuitable for high-bandwidth interconnects. Distortions introduced by impedance mismatch, attenuation, dispersion, and radiative interference coupling are all negligible for wires much shorter than the signals of interest. We employ a co-integrated wire design to keep the electronic connection local. A 20 μm wire has a characteristic conduction delay of nearly 10 THz, and will not introduce significant transmission line distortion for sub-THz signals.

2) The Excitable Laser

A two-section DFB hybrid evanescent laser is used to implement excitable dynamics. The DFB cavity has a single longitudinal lasing mode and allows lithographic definition of lasing wavelength via silicon on insulator (SOI) grating pitch. A proton implantation region electrically isolates the semiconductor absorber and gain sections. Small modulation currents that exceed the Q-switch threshold will trigger large pulse discharges. We use a standard two-section laser rate equation to model the described device with realistic parameters based on those found in [12][14][16]. The results are shown in Figure 3(b).

IV. Current Experimental Data

1) Fiber-Based Excitable Laser

We recently demonstrated [11] a fiber-based excitable laser as a proof of concept of excitability with an embedded SA. While the performance of this benchtop prototype is much less than that of an integrated version (bandwidth: 100 kHz, energy per spike: 10 nJ), it experimentally confirms the possibility of using laser systems to emulate the spike processing capabilities required for cortical processing: temporal integration of multiple inputs, threshold detection, and all-or-nothing pulse generation. Figure 4 is a demonstration of the system’s ability to exhibit excitability when a series of spikes are incident upon it. Excitatory pulses increase the gain carrier concentration, which performs temporal integration. Enough excitation results in an excursion from the saturation of the absorber to transparency. This is followed by a relative refractory period during which an excitatory pulse is unable to cause the laser to fire. The phase-space excursion resulting from an excitatory response is stereotyped and repeatable while subthreshold activation results in no output: key all-or-nothing properties for pulse regeneration, reshaping, and signal integrity.

2) Signal Feature Recognition

We had previously demonstrated [17] a device for signal feature recognition based on the escape response neuron model of a crayfish. Crayfish escape from danger by means of a rapid escape response behavior. The corresponding neural circuit is configured to respond to appropriately sudden stimuli. Since this corresponds to a life-or-death decision for the crayfish, it must be executed quickly and accurately. A potential application of the escape response circuit based on lightwave neuromorphic signal processing could be for pilot ejection from military aircraft. Our device, which mimics the crayfish circuit using photonic technology, is sufficiently fast to be applied to defense applications in which critical decisions need to be made quickly while minimizing the probability of false alarm.

A simple two-neuron anomaly detection circuit mimicking the tail-flip response of a crayfish was built to demonstrate
the unprecedented signal feature recognition and stimulus response of these photonic devices [Figure 5(a) and (b)]. Our analog optical model exploits fast (subnanosecond) signal integration and ultrafast (picosecond) optical thresholding. The first neuron is configured to respond to a set of signals with specific features, while the second neuron further selects a subset of the signal from a set determined by a weighting and delay configuration and responds only when the input stimuli and the spike from the first neuron arrive within a very short time interval. Figure 5(c) shows the experimental measurements of the recognition circuit detecting specific input patterns having precise time intervals between the inputs as we configured.

The benchtop model provides a testbed for exploring the synergy between spike processing and optical physics. Microfabrication of the model will allow more complex processing with significant power reduction offered by integration.

V. Spiking Architectures: Integrated Photonic Network

The communication potentials of optical interconnects (bandwidth, energy use, electrical isolation) have received attention for neural networking in the past; however, attempts to realize holographic or matrix-vector multiplication systems have
encountered practical barriers, largely because they cannot be integrated. Techniques in silicon PIC fabrication is driven by a tremendous demand for optical communication links within conventional supercomputing systems [18]. The first platforms for systems integration of active photonics are becoming commercial reality [1-4][16], and promise to bring the economies of integrated circuit manufacturing to optical systems. Our work investigates the potential of modern PIC platforms to enable large-scale all-optical systems for unconventional and/or analog computing, using a standard device set designed for digital communication (waveguides, filters, detectors, etc.).

At the 2014 IEEE Optical Interconnects Conference, we presented [19] an on-chip networking approach called “broadcast-and-weight” that could support massively parallel interconnection between photonic spiking neurons. Our scheme leverages recent advances in PIC technology to address interconnect challenges faced by distributed processing. It has similarities with the fiber networking technique broadcast-and-select, which channelizes usable bandwidth using WDM; however, the protocol flattens the traditional layered hierarchy of optical networks, accomplishing physical, logical, and processing tasks in a compact computational primitive. Although its processing circuits are unconventional, the required device set is compatible with mainstream PIC platforms. WDM effectively channelizes available bandwidth without spatial or holographic multiplexing and avoids coherent interference effects during fan-in. High-bandwidth optical channels are compatible with our proposed laser neuron devices, which could access a pico-second computational domain that impacts application areas where both complexity and speed are paramount (e.g. adaptive control, real-time embedded system analysis, and cognitive RF processing).

1) Broadcast-and-Weight
Broadcast-and-select is a fiber WDM protocol that obtains collision-free, circuit-routed, and densely parallel interconnection. The active connection is selected, not by altering the intervening medium, but by tuning a filter at the receiver. We have proposed a similar protocol called “broadcast-and-weight,” which allows multiple inputs to be selected simultaneously and with intermediate strengths between 0% and 100%. A group of nodes shares a common medium in which the output of every node is assigned a unique transmission wavelength for broadcast (Figure 6).

2) Processing-Network Node
Participants in the network called processing-network nodes (PNN) perform both roles of processing (weighting, addition, nonlinear dynamics) and networking (routing, λ-fan-in, WDM carrier generation) in a compact set of standard devices. A silicon photonic PNN implementation is depicted in Figure 2. This circuit technique could also generalize to future PIC platforms. λ-fan-in in a photodetector strips WDM signals of any trace of their origin, a side-effect that corrupts digital signals, typically necessitating demultiplexing and dedicated detection. In the neurocomputing context, however, this channel destruction is precisely correspondent with the summation function, so demultiplexing is not required. A λ-fan-in front-end was found to yield input commutativity resulting in combinatorial robustness to device failures. The systemic failure rate of a PNN network can decrease with network size, in some cases, potentially making the integrated system more reliable than its constituent devices (Figure 7). A “receiver-less” front-end, it is not subject to well-known optical-electronic-optical (O/E/O) conversion overhead, whose assumed cost, energy, and complexity are due to the digital electronic receiver (amplifier, sampler, quantizer) in most communication links, not to the physical conversion itself.

3) Broadcast Loop
A physical medium is efficiently implemented by a ring waveguide (Figure 8). Each PNN drops a fraction of total power, allowing most to continue. Drop-and-continue is a physical solution to optical multicasting that can enhance virtual interconnect density for a given network traffic [20]. In this context, the broadcast loop (BL) is fully multiplexed and capable of supporting N^2 interconnects in just 1 link with N WDM channels, where an electronic interconnect would require, at best, N(N – 1)/2 links.

Waveguide rings with WDM channelization have previously been proposed as an implementation of broadcast-and-select for efficient multicast in multi-core networks on-chip [21]. However, demultiplexing and dedicated detection can negate area and energy savings and create a buffering bottleneck. In contrast, physical λ-fan-in through total
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power detection does not require demultiplexing or an electronic receiver. By addressing interconnect challenges of efficient parallelism and fan-in, broadcast-and-weight could extend the promise of silicon photonics to high-performance neuromorphic architectures.

VI. Concluding Thoughts
Neuromorphic networks have experienced a surge of popularity over the last seven years, motivated in part by bringing computation closer to its underlying physics. A modern generation of hardware-based neuron-inspired systems attempt to exploit the efficiency and robustness of sparse codes called spikes. Spiking systems could address important problems in recognition, optimization, and analysis of high-dimensional environments. Spiking models are central to several recent projects in microelectronic neuromorphic hardware, which address these domains where von Neumann machines perform poorly. Scaling to larger numbers of neurons, however, requires prohibitively complex networks in which there is a fundamental density-bandwidth trade-off. Furthermore, there are a growing number of applications that require higher speeds and lower latencies that may be outside the abilities of the fastest electronic circuits, including processing of the RF spectrum or ultrafast control. Alternatively, photonic systems can potentially offer much higher bandwidths and lower energy usage than electronics, making the spike-based approach to information processing a perfect fit for the technology. Taking advantage of the ephemeral dynamics in photonic systems such as those in lasers could lead to processors that operate on picosecond time scales. In addition, there is a close analogy between the dynamics of lasers and those of biological systems, both of which can exhibit excitability.

The research highlights included herein have indicated the potential to design a hybrid silicon laser that emulates biological networks of neurons at ultrafast speeds. Silicon photonic platform development has revolved around point-to-point links for multi-core computing systems. We have examined an opportunity for this technology to extend to unconventional architectures that rely heavily on interconnect performance. Broadcast-and-weight is a new approach for joining neuron-inspired processing and optical interconnect physics. The LIF model with a synaptic variable, coupled with tunable routing in a passive SOI network on a scalable platform, could open computational domains that demand unprecedented temporal precision, power efficiency, and functional complexity, could potentially emulate a huge variety of cortical functions, including RF spectral awareness, adaptive control of many-antenna systems, and high dimensional feature extraction of input data.
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**“Nick” Cartoon Series** *by Christopher Doerr*
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*E-MAN, THE PERSON WITHOUT FEAR OF INTEGRATION OR DIFFERENTIATION.*

*C-a-a-a-a-ahn, It’s time.*

*I criticized something and I’ve been afraid to open the response email for two days.*

*BUT NO MORE. BEEN GUE, TWO... CLICK!*

*Hey, it’s not so bad!*